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Introduction  
In May 2009 the New South Wales Law Society Journal reprised a lecture given by Graeme 
Turner[ii] at the College of Law in March 2009, entitled „Litigating Employee Restraints of Trade 
and Confidential Information‟[iii]. Mr Turner‟s lecture and subsequent article undertook to unravel 
the legal Gordian Knot of restraints of trade in employment contracts which, despite the existence 
of centuries-old common law rules[iv], as well as legislation enacted in New South Wales more 
than thirty years ago[v], continues to form the basis of litigation in this State.[vi]  
  
The classical statement concerning the restraint of trade doctrine was made by Lord Macnaghten 
in Nordenfelt v Maxim Nordenfelt Guns and Ammunition Co Ltd[vii], wherein his Lordship said that:  
   
“All interference with individual liberty of action in trading, and all restraints of trade of 

themselves, if there is nothing more, are contrary to public policy, and therefore void.”[viii]  
  
However, Lord Macnaghten also approved a qualification to this „general rule‟ whereby those 
covenants in restraint of trade which are reasonable, by reference to both the interests of the 
parties concerned and the interests of the public, shall be rescued from the blue pencil of judicial 
„amputation‟[ix]. This distinction was echoed by Mr Turner in his recent publication, wherein he 
drew together the lines of judicial authority which originated in Lord Macnaghten‟s caveat and 
stressed again that there are two issues of reasonableness[x]: firstly “that the restraint imposes 
no more than adequate protection for the party in whose favour it was imposed; and, if so, that 

the public interest has to be considered further to demonstrate it is not injurious to the public.”[xi]  
   
Despite the clarity of Lord Macnaghten‟s synopsis, and the subsequent concatenation of judicial 
approbation[xii], courts are seemingly faced with a perpetual difficulty when attempting to 
characterise and apply a meaning of „reasonable‟ that takes into account both the geographical 
and time limitations of the restraint before them.[xiii] And, in 2009, the case of Spooner v 

Commonwealth Broadcasting Corporation Pty Ltd[xiv] shed light upon a further difficulty that has 

hitherto eluded the Supreme Court of New South Wales.  
  
Background  
The Restraints of Trade Bill was tabled before the New South Wales Legislative Assembly pursuant 
to a report of the New South Wales Law Reform Commission[xv], which “reviewed the law relating 
to the validity and enforcement of covenants in restraint of trade and recommended the 

introduction of legislation to remedy the law which the commission regarded as 
unsatisfactory.”[xvi] The Commission, which reported that “it was not aware of any dissatisfaction 
arising from the general rules of public policy in respect of restraints of trade”[xvii], cited as 
grounds for its recommendation “dissatisfaction in some special cases”[xviii] and, more 
importantly, what it described as “the problem of severance”[xix] .  
  
The Commission outlined, as an example this defect of the rules, the corollary of three different 
restraint scenarios involving the sale of a business where the goodwill of the business extended 

throughout, but not appreciably beyond, the City of Sydney:[xx]  
1. The seller promises that he or she will not engage in a competing business within the 

City of Sydney; 
2. The seller promises that he or she will not engage in a competing business within the 

City of Sydney, or within other specified local government areas comprising the whole 
of the Country of Cumberland;  

3. The seller promises that he or she will not engage in a competing business within the 

Country of Cumberland. 
  
The Commission recognised that the first promise will not offend public policy and will therefore be 
valid. The second promise is wider than necessary for the protection of the buyer, given the nature 
and circumstances of the goodwill of the business, and will offend public policy. However, because 
the second promise comprises a number of separate promises, the Court may, by deleting the 
invalid promises, uphold the restraint as valid in its relation to the City of Sydney. The third 

promise, which cannot be sequestered into separate promises and is therefore not susceptible to 
amputation, is altogether invalid.  
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The thrust of the Commission‟s criticism was directed at the third scenario. It argued that a court‟s 
discretion to uphold a restraint clause was constrained under the common law rules, which the 
Commission described as artificial[xxi], as they placed too great an emphasis on how a restraint 
clause was drafted. The Commission perceived that, whereas the common law rules allowed courts 

(as in the second scenario) to confine “the operation of public policy so as not to avoid a promise 
to the extent to which it protects a legitimate interest”[xxii], courts were limited to striking down 
as entirely invalid a clause (as in the third scenario) which, although not drafted in sequestrable 
terms, was otherwise reasonable by reference to the public interest. This effect of these rules was 
that it was “impossible, even for the best of lawyers, to draw a promise in restraint of trade which 
gives full protection to a legitimate interest within the limits of public policy”[xxiii] without 
becoming unnecessarily verbose.  
  
The Restraints of Trade Act 1976 (NSW)  
It has been said that “New South Wales…is a jurisdiction in which the common law in relation 
to restraints of trade is substantially modified by the statutory overlay of the Restraints of Trade 

Act 1976 (NSW)”[xxiv] , and that “so far as restraints of trade are concerned, the position [in New 
South Wales] is now governed by s.4 of the Restraints of trade Act 1976 (NSW)”.[xxv]  
   
The Restraints of Trade Bill was formally enacted on 15 November 1976[xxvi] with its purpose, as 
recommended by the Law Reform Commission, “to enact, as a basic principle, that a restraint is 
valid to the extent to which it is not against public policy whether it is in severable terms or 
not”.[xxvii] Indeed this recommendation formed the wording of section 4(1) of the Act. By the 
introduction of this simple provision, being the central provision of the Act, the Legislature 
effectively overcame the problem of severance identified in the third scenario outlined above, by 

empowering Courts to “ignore the fact that the restraint goes beyond what is reasonable if it can 
be enforced to an extent which is reasonable.”[xxviii]  
   
Albeit that section 4(1) has the effect of saving a restraint which would previously have been 
struck down, the section is subject to two important qualifications. Firstly, section 4(2) precludes a 
Court from upholding the validity of a restraint which would be void for reasons other than public 

policy, such as uncertainty.[xxix] Secondly, section 4(3) arms the Court with the discretion to 

order that a restraint is invalid, either in its entirety or to such an extent determinable by the 
Court, „by reason of, or partly by reason of, a manifest failure by a person who created or joined in 
creating the restraint to attempt to make the restraint a reasonable restraint…and any such order 
shall, notwithstanding sub-section (1), have effect on and from such date (not being a date earlier 
than the date on which the order was made) as is specified in the order.‟ The Court‟s discretionary 
powers under this provision are then extended[xxx] by the seemingly unambiguous provision in 

section 4(5) that “[an] order under subsection (3) does not affect any right (including any right to 
damages) accrued before the date the order takes effect.”  
   
These qualifications to section 4(1) were expressly enacted “to discourage the making of recklessly 
wide restraints in the first instance”[xxxi], which the Commission had envisaged under the 
common law rules.[xxxii] However, the Attorney General further commended the Bill to the House 
for reason that, by virtue of the qualification contained in section 4(3), “the incidence of cases 

where the court is required to intervene to read down unduly wide restraints will be reduced” and 

“[the] vesting of power in the court to make an order declaring a restraint invalid wholly or in part 
from a specified date will also bring certainty to the future relationship and conduct of the 
parties.”[xxxiii]  
   
Whilst this evinces a very creditable aspiration by the Commission and Legislature for the 
Restraints of Trade Act, the volume of litigation concerning contractual restraints of trade since 

1976[xxxiv] suggests an almost complete failure by the Act to achieve these just goals. 
Furthermore, Spooner v Commonwealth Broadcasting Corporation Pty Ltd demonstrated another 
flaw in the Act, the outcome of which arguably would not have been countenanced under the old 
common law rules. 
  
Spooner v Commonwealth Broadcasting Corporation Pty Ltd  
In March 2006 the plaintiff commenced employment with Blue Mountains Broadcasters Pty Ltd, 
which is part of the Australian Radio Network group of companies, and he was soon promoted to 
the position of General Sales Manager. In the following June, the plaintiff transferred his 

employment to the defendant company (itself a member of the Australian Radio Network) 
whereupon he began working for a prominent Sydney FM radio station. Each of the relevant 
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employment contracts entered into by the plaintiff contained a restrictive covenant, couched in 
identical terms, which provided as follows:  

1. For 6 (six) months after the plaintiff ceased working for the defendant, he would be 
restrained from contacting, personally or otherwise, or procuring or seeking to 

procure business from any person who is, or was in the last 6 (six) months of the 
plaintiff‟s employment, a client of the employer; and  

2. For 3 (three) months after the plaintiff ceased working for the defendant, unless with 
the consent of the General Manager of the employer or Chief Executive Officer of the 
Australian Radio Network group of companies, he would be restrained from providing 
“any services (whether directly, indirectly or through any third party) to any operator 
or licensee of any commercial FM radio station [in Sydney], which are the same or 

similar to the services provided by [the plaintiff] to the employer.”  
  
The following August, after receiving an offer of employment from another Sydney-based Media 
Company, which the defendant later characterised as one of its competitors, the plaintiff tendered 

his resignation in accordance with the terms of his employment contract. The plaintiff then sought 
advice from the defendant as regards whether it would enforce the restraint clause in his 
employment contract. Eventually, after the relevant notice period had expired, the plaintiff was 

advised by the defendant‟s solicitors that it would seek to enforce the restraint, against both the 
plaintiff and the competitor company should they enter into contractual relations, and furthermore 
that the plaintiff‟s request for compensation in lieu of the period of restraint had been refused.  
   
By reason of the defendant‟s declaration, both the plaintiff and the competitor postponed the 
latter‟s offer of employment until the period of restraint had expired. The plaintiff claimed that he 
could not commit to expensive litigation where the outcome was uncertain, and the competitor 

company was concerned that it would otherwise have been liable to the defendant for the tort of 
intentional interference with contractual relations.[xxxv] By the time the restraint period had 
expired, the plaintiff had calculated his loss of income at almost $34,000.00.  
   
The plaintiff‟s complaint in the subsequent proceedings was that the restraint clause imparted an 

unreasonable restraint, given the circumstances of the interests it sought to protect, and that 
section 4(5) of the Restraints of Trade Act offered the prospect of compensation which the 

defendant had hitherto refused.  
   
The first clause of the plaintiff‟s restraint does not appear on its face, or by comparison with other 
decided cases on point, to be unreasonable in its duration. Nor is it uncertain. Indeed, it appears 
to be a well-drafted non-solicitation clause. However, in reliance upon the recent New South Wales 
Supreme Court case of Craig Roberts v L Quay Futures Brokers[xxxvi] , the plaintiff sought to 

argue that the restraint relied upon by the defendant was too wide, since it protected “not only 
what might arguably be characterised as legitimate - namely, the connection between [the 
plaintiff] and existing customers - but also that which cannot be characterised as legitimate - 
namely, a non-existent connection between [the plaintiff] and any „prospective 
client/customer‟.”[xxxvii]  
   
The plaintiff then contended that the second clause, which sought to protect the legitimate 

business interests of the defendant, also comprised a triable issue. The plaintiff sought to argue 
that the restraint was unreasonable as between the parties, since it afforded greater protection to 
the defendant than was necessary in the circumstances. To paraphrase the principal authority 
upon which the plaintiff sought to rely, the phrase was “wider than is reasonably necessary to 
protect [the defendant‟s] legitimate interests”[xxxviii]. This was because the restraint sought to 
protect interests of the defendant which, the plaintiff argued, were not protectable interests.  
   
It is sufficient, for the purpose of this article, to summarise that confidential information and trade 
secrets (including marketing approaches, strategies and pricing structures)[xxxix], and the client 
base, trade connection and goodwill of a business[xl] are all interests that are protectable by 
restraint of trade clauses.[xli] However the plaintiff insisted that, since at no time during the 
period of his employment with the defendant was he privy to any information that could be 
considered confidential information or trade secrets, he would be unable to affect the defendant‟s 

client base, trade connection or goodwill by taking up employment with a competitor.  
   
Despite the strength of the plaintiff‟s arguments, the plaintiff was denied the chance to argue his 
case at trial by virtue of section 4(3) of the Restraints of Trade Act. Before the plaintiff‟s case even 
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proceeded to trial, the case was dismissed pursuant to a notice of motion by the defendant on the 
grounds that the Act disabused the plaintiff of a tenable cause of action. 
  
Conclusion  
In light of the case of Spooner v Commonwealth Broadcasting Corporation Pty Ltd, the following 
observations can now be made of the law concerning restraints of trade in New South Wales:  

1. If a person burdened by an unreasonable contractual restraint commences an action 
seeking redress, section 4(3) of the Restraints of Trade Act 1976 provides that the 
quantum of damages shall be assessed prospectively from the date of judgment;  

2. If the plaintiff fails to conclude this action prior to the expiration of the restraint 
period, he or she shall be deprived of any remedy which might otherwise be available 

– whether the restraint was reasonable or not;  
3. If the restraint period has not yet expired, section 4(1) Restraints of Trade Act 1976 

(NSW) appears to require courts, when determining whether a restraint of trade is 
reasonable, to evaluate whether the restraint is reasonable by reference only to the 

public interest involved, and not as between the parties.  
  
In relation to the first and second of these observations, it can be said that the issue of 

restrospectivity of damages was raised when the Restraints of Trade Bill was read by the Attorney 
General for the second time. It was contended by the Opposition that section 4(3) should have 
been amended to allow damages to flow to the plaintiff from “at least as far as the date on which 
the lodgment of the application was made to the Court” as opposed to “from a date not being a 
date earlier than the date on which the order was made”[xlii]. This was because, the Opposition 
remarked, the Law Reform Commission‟s Report provided no rationale for the entirely prospective 
operation of the Act and, whilst “that power to make an order having retrospective effect ought 

not lightly to be entered into, …there is a principle of our law that a party ought not to have an 
interest in delaying proceedings.”[xliii]  
   
The Attorney General rejected this contention for reason that certainty of future conduct of the 
parties was paramount to the Act, whereas “[restrospectivity] could encourage promises to extract 

unduly wide and reckless promises.”  
   
The Attorney General ended the second reading of the Restraints of Trade Bill with the following 
statement:  
“I think the best thing to be done about this is to give it further consideration, perhaps in the light 
of the practical operation of the legislation. If the fears expressed by the honourable members 
opposite become a reality, and I do not discount that as a possibility, undoubtedly I shall have to 
come back to this place with my tail between my legs and seek to amend the legislation.” 
  
It is now clear that, since Spooner v Commonwealth Broadcasting Corporation Pty Ltd, when 
advising clients about the implications to them of a restraint of trade – whether in a contract of 
employment or for the sale of a business – the starting point in New South Wales is that the time 
for challenging or seeking to negotiate the terms of the restraint is at the time of entry into the 
contract. This position is by no means new.[xliv] However, Spooner v Commonwealth Broadcasting 

Corporation Pty Ltd shows that, once the period of potential redress has lapsed, section 4(3) of the 
Restraints of Trade Act 1976 acts entirely prospectively so that an action can be neither instituted 

nor maintained, nor any damages awarded, irrespective of the unreasonableness of the restraint. 
For this reason, it appears that the fears of the Opposition referred to by the Attorney General in 
the Second Reading Speech have now become a reality.  
   
It is also now clear that the blue pencil doctrine concerning restraints of trade was incontrovertibly 
modified by the introduction of the Restraints of Trade Act, in the sense that the Act now allows 
courts to “ignore the fact that the restraint goes beyond what is reasonable if it can be enforced to 

an extent which is reasonable”[xlv].    
   
However, the Act also demonstrates some profound shortcomings, which hitherto appear to have 
gone unnoticed. Firstly, whereas the common law rules had as a primary consideration the 
bargaining position of the contracting parties[xlvi] , drafters of restraint clauses since 1976 are no 
longer required to balance the relative bargaining strength of, for example, an employee and an 

employer. This is because section 4(1) of Act appears to have modified the common law so that 
courts are no longer required to weigh up the interests of the parties for the purpose of 
determining the reasonableness of a restraint.  
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Secondly, and contrary to the “principle of our law that a party ought not to have an interest in 
delaying proceedings”[xlvii], the result of the entirely prospective nature of the assessment of 
damages under section 4(3) is that drafters of restraint clauses are now encouraged to balance the 

likelihood of a challenge to the restraint against the time that it will take a court to hand down its 
judgment. Therefore, an unreasonable restraint – even if successfully litigated – will impose no 
liability to the defendant if judgment is handed down after the restraint period has expired.  
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